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Made Goods - Juliette Table 
Classic Terrazzo blends with the 
outdoor elements in all seasons 
while emitting a sense of style 
and calm at the same time.

- Vicki Kelly Gindi, 
General Designer
@vickikellydecor

Ledge Lounger - Signature Chaise 
I love that this chaise is made for IN 
the pool. It’s really comfortable and 
it looks great for any sundeck!
- Tram-Anh Poprick,
General Designer
@tpoprikdesign

Outdoor Speakers installed by Infinite AV Solutions -
Coastal Source 10.0 - 3-Way Ellipse Bollard Speaker 
Whether you want to hear every detail of your music at a low volume, or you want 
to crank it up and have a concert-like atmosphere, these incredible speakers do it 
all. Chances are, these are the nicest speakers you have ever heard, then add the 
fact that they are fully outdoor rated and can even be mostly buried in the ground!

Daniel P. Tapolow - Infinite Audio Video Solutions -
MORE INFO: infiniteAVsolutions.com - @infiniteavsolutions

Outdoor Kitchen Cabinets installed by J&W Outdoor Living -
Naturecast - Waterproof Cabinetry
Naturkast outdoor cabinets perfectly combine function and style. Built to last, these 

of colors and styles in a faux wood look. Naturkast cabinets easily become the focal 
point of outdoor kitchens and we love bringing this reputable brand to our customers.
Matthew Jones - J&W Outdoor Living 
MORE INFO: jwoutdoorliving.com - @jw.outdoorliving

Hubbardton Forge -
Mason Outdoor Sconce

A go to line for properties on 
the water. Extreme durability 
and cra�smanship, this 
sconce can withstand all 

weather conditions.

WITH SUMMER APPROACHING, 
NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME TO 
CONSIDER YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE.

We’ve asked one of our favorite design 
firms, Red Bank Design Center, to give 
us their top picks for outdoor living 
across the board. Red Bank Design 
Center is an innovative design space, 
merging a design firm with to-the-
trade furniture sourcing, a designer 
showroom, memberships, and more! 
With their wide array of expertise, you 
can consider this your one-stop-shop 
for outdoor inspiration! 

From weatherproof sound systems, a 
table that extends to fit up to 14 guests, 
to elegant in-pool lounges (yes, you 
read that right) Red Bank Design Center 
designers prove they truly are on the 
cutting edge of outdoor design. They’ve 
scoured the finest and most durable 
pieces to elevate your space, while 
keeping the maintenance 
to a minimum.

Bontempi - Gypsy Arm Chair
A long lasting, comfortable, and stackable 
chair available in many colors.

What I like most about Barlow Tyrie is their emphasis on quality and durability. This is my 
go-to line for low maintenance. This company is known for the highest quality in outdoor 
aluminum stainless steel and teak. Their pieces are made to withstand the elements and 

last for generations, making it a very sound investment.

This extending table is made from powder coated color on 316 Marine Grade stainless steel, which is 
specifically formulated to withstand the rigors of an outdoor environment, with an Italian ‘High Fired’ 

resistance. This table is extremely versatile in its ability to transform and extend to fit up to 14 seats. 

By: Red Bank Design Center

Barlow Tyrie -
Equinox Extending Table 

- Amy Manor, Red Bank Design Center CEO, General Designer™

A masterful and accomplished team, the RBDC General Designers™ (GD) bring more to the table than your standard designer. We all know 
what a general contractor does, but if you’re remodeling or reinventing space, you need a GD. A GD is more than someone who can make 
your space beautiful – they are someone who understands all of your needs and holds the vision for your entire project. Someone who does 
an in depth discovery to understand your vision and budget while bringing together and collaborating with everyone from the architect 
to the GC and subcontractors to give you a thorough, thoughtful plan. General Designers streamline the design process for any job and 
work as an advocate for the client’s design preferences from start to finish. 

SOCIAL DISTANCE IN

Pavilion - Marquesa Daybed
A comfortable spot to curl up with a 

good book and a cocktail!
- Teri Lodato, 

General Designer
@riversideinteriors_llc

TOP OUTDOOR FURNITURE PICKS FOR SPRING 2021

THISSTYLE SPRING!
“

“

“

“

“

“

Palecek - Boca Outdoor Lounge Chair
The taupe and gray woven rope back 
makes this chair special, and there are lots 

of fabric choices to choose 
from for the cushions. 

Rachel Stellar,
General Designer

@rachelstellarinteriors

“

“

“

“

MEET THE RED BANK DESIGN CENTER GENERAL DESIGNERS™.

“

“

“

“

Kingsley Bate - Tivoli Outdoor Sectional
Tivoli is a modern masterwork in 
exterior furnishings that seamlessly 
integrates elements of design, 
material, and function. This 
sectional is comprised of 
seven individual units that 
can be arranged in endless 
configurations, such as an 

,lanoitcesdepahs”L“lapytehcra
a rounded sectional for use with 
a fire pit, a sofa or settee, a circular 
daybed, or a tête-à-tête.
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across the board. Red Bank Design 
Center is an innovative design space, 
merging a design firm with to-the-
trade furniture sourcing, a designer 
showroom, memberships, and more! 
With their wide array of expertise, you 
can consider this your one-stop-shop 
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From weatherproof sound systems, a 
table that extends to fit up to 14 guests, 
to elegant in-pool lounges (yes, you 
read that right) Red Bank Design Center 
designers prove they truly are on the 
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A masterful and accomplished team, the RBDC General Designers™ (GD) bring more to the table than your standard designer. We all know 
what a general contractor does, but if you’re remodeling or reinventing space, you need a GD. A GD is more than someone who can make 
your space beautiful – they are someone who understands all of your needs and holds the vision for your entire project. Someone who does 
an in depth discovery to understand your vision and budget while bringing together and collaborating with everyone from the architect 
to the GC and subcontractors to give you a thorough, thoughtful plan. General Designers streamline the design process for any job and 
work as an advocate for the client’s design preferences from start to finish. 
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Daniel P. Tapalow - Infinite Audio Video Solutions -
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go-to line for low maintenance. This company is known for the highest quality in outdoor 
aluminum stainless steel and teak. Their pieces are made to withstand the elements and 
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what a general contractor does, but if you’re remodeling or reinventing space, you need a GD. A GD is more than someone who can make 
your space beautiful – they are someone who understands all of your needs and holds the vision for your entire project. Someone who does 
an in depth discovery to understand your vision and budget while bringing together and collaborating with everyone from the architect 
to the GC and subcontractors to give you a thorough, thoughtful plan. General Designers streamline the design process for any job and 
work as an advocate for the client’s design preferences from start to finish. 

SOCIAL DISTANCE IN

Pavilion - Marquesa Daybed
A comfortable spot to curl up with a 

good book and a cocktail!
- Teri Lodato, 

General Designer
@riversideinteriors_llc

TOP OUTDOOR FURNITURE PICKS FOR SPRING 2021

THISSTYLE SPRING!
“

“

“

“

“

“

Palecek - Boca Outdoor Lounge Chair
The taupe and gray woven rope back 
makes this chair special, and there are lots 

of fabric choices to choose 
from for the cushions. 

Rachel Stellar,
General Designer

@rachelstellarinteriors

“

“

“

“

MEET THE RED BANK DESIGN CENTER GENERAL DESIGNERS™.

“

“

“

“

Kingsley Bate - Tivoli Outdoor Sectional
Tivoli is a modern masterwork in 
exterior furnishings that seamlessly 
integrates elements of design, 
material, and function. This 
sectional is comprised of 
seven individual units that 
can be arranged in endless 
configurations, such as an 

,lanoitcesdepahs”L“lapytehcra
a rounded sectional for use with 
a fire pit, a sofa or settee, a circular 
daybed, or a tête-à-tête.

Made Goods - Juliette Table 
Classic Terrazzo blends with the 
outdoor elements in all seasons 
while emitting a sense of style 
and calm at the same time.

- Vicki Kelly Gindi, 
General Designer
@vickikellydecor

Ledge Lounger - Signature Chaise 
I love that this chaise is made for IN 
the pool. It’s really comfortable and 
it looks great for any sundeck!
- Tram-Anh Poprick,
General Designer
@tpoprikdesign

Outdoor Speakers installed by Infinite AV Solutions -
Coastal Source 10.0 - 3-Way Ellipse Bollard Speaker 
Whether you want to hear every detail of your music at a low volume, or you want 
to crank it up and have a concert-like atmosphere, these incredible speakers do it 
all. Chances are, these are the nicest speakers you have ever heard, then add the 
fact that they are fully outdoor rated and can even be mostly buried in the ground!
Daniel P. Tapalow - Infinite Audio Video Solutions -
MORE INFO: infiniteAVsolutions.com - @infiniteavsolutions

Outdoor Kitchen Cabinets installed by J&W Outdoor Living -
Naturecast - Waterproof Cabinetry
Naturkast outdoor cabinets perfectly combine function and style. Built to last, these 

of colors and styles in a faux wood look. Naturkast cabinets easily become the focal 
point of outdoor kitchens and we love bringing this reputable brand to our customers.
Matthew Jones - J&W Outdoor Living 
MORE INFO: jwoutdoorliving.com - @jw.outdoorliving

Hubbardton Forge -
Mason Outdoor Sconce

A go to line for properties on 
the water. Extreme durability 
and cra�smanship, this 
sconce can withstand all 

weather conditions.

WITH SUMMER APPROACHING, 
NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME TO 
CONSIDER YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE.

We’ve asked one of our favorite design 
firms, Red Bank Design Center, to give 
us their top picks for outdoor living 
across the board. Red Bank Design 
Center is an innovative design space, 
merging a design firm with to-the-
trade furniture sourcing, a designer 
showroom, memberships, and more! 
With their wide array of expertise, you 
can consider this your one-stop-shop 
for outdoor inspiration! 

From weatherproof sound systems, a 
table that extends to fit up to 14 guests, 
to elegant in-pool lounges (yes, you 
read that right) Red Bank Design Center 
designers prove they truly are on the 
cutting edge of outdoor design. They’ve 
scoured the finest and most durable 
pieces to elevate your space, while 
keeping the maintenance 
to a minimum.

Bontempi - Gypsy Arm Chair
A long lasting, comfortable, and stackable 
chair available in many colors.

What I like most about Barlow Tyrie is their emphasis on quality and durability. This is my 
go-to line for low maintenance. This company is known for the highest quality in outdoor 
aluminum stainless steel and teak. Their pieces are made to withstand the elements and 

last for generations, making it a very sound investment.

This extending table is made from powder coated color on 316 Marine Grade stainless steel, which is 
specifically formulated to withstand the rigors of an outdoor environment, with an Italian ‘High Fired’ 

resistance. This table is extremely versatile in its ability to transform and extend to fit up to 14 seats.

By: Red Bank Design Center

Barlow Tyrie -
Equinox Extending Table 

- Amy Manor, Red Bank Design Center CEO, General Designer™

A masterful and accomplished team, the RBDC General Designers™ (GD) bring more to the table than your standard designer. We all know 
what a general contractor does, but if you’re remodeling or reinventing space, you need a GD. A GD is more than someone who can make 
your space beautiful – they are someone who understands all of your needs and holds the vision for your entire project. Someone who does 
an in depth discovery to understand your vision and budget while bringing together and collaborating with everyone from the architect 
to the GC and subcontractors to give you a thorough, thoughtful plan. General Designers streamline the design process for any job and 
work as an advocate for the client’s design preferences from start to finish. 

SOCIAL DISTANCE IN

Pavilion - Marquesa Daybed
A comfortable spot to curl up with a 

good book and a cocktail!
- Teri Lodato, 

General Designer
@riversideinteriors_llc

TOP OUTDOOR FURNITURE PICKS FOR SPRING 2021

THISSTYLE SPRING!
“

“

“

“

“

“

Palecek - Boca Outdoor Lounge Chair
The taupe and gray woven rope back 
makes this chair special, and there are lots 

of fabric choices to choose 
from for the cushions. 

Rachel Stellar,
General Designer

@rachelstellarinteriors

“

“

“

“

MEET THE RED BANK DESIGN CENTER GENERAL DESIGNERS™.

“

“

“

“

Kingsley Bate - Tivoli Outdoor Sectional
Tivoli is a modern masterwork in 
exterior furnishings that seamlessly 
integrates elements of design, 
material, and function. This 
sectional is comprised of 
seven individual units that 
can be arranged in endless 
configurations, such as an 

,lanoitcesdepahs”L“lapytehcra
a rounded sectional for use with 
a fire pit, a sofa or settee, a circular 
daybed, or a tête-à-tête.

MEET THE RED BANK DESIGN CENTER GENERAL DESIGNERSTM

Made Goods - Juliette Table 
Classic Terrazzo blends with the 
outdoor elements in all seasons 
while emitting a sense of style 
and calm at the same time.

- Vicki Kelly Gindi, 
General Designer
@vickikellydecor

 Ledge Lounger - Signature Chaise 
I love that this chaise is made for IN 
the pool.  It’s really comfortable and 
it looks great for any sundeck!   - 
Tram-Anh Poprik, 
General Designer 
@tpoprikdesign 

Outdoor Speakers installed by Infinite AV Solutions -
Coastal Source 10.0 - 3-Way Ellipse Bollard Speaker 
Whether you want to hear every detail of your music at a low volume, or you want 
to crank it up and have a concert-like atmosphere, these incredible speakers do it 
all. Chances are, these are the nicest speakers you have ever heard, then add the 
fact that they are fully outdoor rated and can even be mostly buried in the ground!
Daniel P. Tapalow - Infinite Audio Video Solutions -
MORE INFO: infiniteAVsolutions.com - @infiniteavsolutions

Outdoor Kitchen Cabinets installed by J&W Outdoor Living -
Naturecast - Waterproof Cabinetry
Naturkast outdoor cabinets perfectly combine function and style. Built to last, these 

of colors and styles in a faux wood look.  Naturkast cabinets easily become the focal 
point of outdoor kitchens and we love bringing this reputable brand to our customers.
Matthew Jones - J&W Outdoor Living 
MORE INFO: jwoutdoorliving.com - @jw.outdoorliving

Hubbardton Forge -
Mason Outdoor Sconce

A go to line for properties on 
the water. Extreme durability 
and cra�smanship, this 
sconce can withstand all 

weather conditions.

WITH SUMMER APPROACHING, 
NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME TO 
CONSIDER YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE.

We’ve asked one of our favorite design 
firms, Red Bank Design Center, to give 
us their top picks for outdoor living 
across the board. Red Bank Design 
Center is an innovative design space, 
merging a design firm with to-the-
trade furniture sourcing, a designer 
showroom, memberships, and more! 
With their wide array of expertise, you 
can consider this your one-stop-shop 
for outdoor inspiration! 

From weatherproof sound systems, a 
table that extends to fit up to 14 guests, 
to elegant in-pool lounges (yes, you 
read that right) Red Bank Design Center 
designers prove they truly are on the 
cutting edge of outdoor design. They’ve 
scoured the finest and most durable 
pieces to elevate your space, while 
keeping the maintenance 
to a minimum.

Bontempi - Gypsy Arm Chair
A long lasting, comfortable, and stackable 
chair available in many colors.

What I like most about Barlow Tyrie is their emphasis on quality and durability. This is my 
go-to line for low maintenance. This company is known for the highest quality in outdoor 
aluminum stainless steel and teak. Their pieces are made to withstand the elements and 

last for generations, making it a very sound investment.

This extending table is made from powder coated color on 316 Marine Grade stainless steel, which is 
specifically formulated to withstand the rigors of an outdoor environment, with an Italian ‘High Fired’ 

resistance. This table is extremely versatile in its ability to transform and extend to fit up to 14 seats.

By: Red Bank Design Center

Barlow Tyrie -
Equinox Extending Table 

- Amy Manor, Red Bank Design Center CEO, General Designer™

A masterful and accomplished team, the RBDC General Designers™ (GD) bring more to the table than your standard designer. We all know 
what a general contractor does, but if you’re remodeling or reinventing space, you need a GD. A GD is more than someone who can make 
your space beautiful – they are someone who understands all of your needs and holds the vision for your entire project. Someone who does 
an in depth discovery to understand your vision and budget while bringing together and collaborating with everyone from the architect 
to the GC and subcontractors to give you a thorough, thoughtful plan. General Designers streamline the design process for any job and 
work as an advocate for the client’s design preferences from start to finish. 

SOCIAL DISTANCE IN

Pavilion - Marquesa Daybed
A comfortable spot to curl up with a 

good book and a cocktail!
- Teri Lodato, 

General Designer
@riversideinteriors_llc
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Palecek - Boca Outdoor Lounge Chair
The taupe and gray woven rope back 
makes this chair special, and there are lots 

of fabric choices to choose 
from for the cushions. 

Rachel Stellar,
General Designer

@rachelstellarinteriors
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MEET THE RED BANK DESIGN CENTER GENERAL DESIGNERS™.
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Kingsley Bate - Tivoli Outdoor Sectional
Tivoli is a modern masterwork in 
exterior furnishings that seamlessly 
integrates elements of design, 
material, and function. This 
sectional is comprised of 
seven individual units that 
can be arranged in endless 
configurations, such as an 

  ,lanoitces depahs ”L“  lapytehcra
a rounded sectional for use with 
a fire pit, a sofa or settee, a circular 
daybed, or a tête-à-tête.




